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Abstract
Hip fracture is a significant problem in health care incurring major costs to society. Therefore, it
is necessary to study fracture mechanisms and develop improved methods to estimate individual
fracture risk. In addition to conventional bone density measurements, computational finite element
(FE) analysis has been recognized as a valuable method for studying biomechanical characteristics
of a hip fracture.
In this study, computed tomography (CT) based finite element methods were investigated and
simulation models were developed to estimate experimental femoral fracture load and hip fracture
type in a sideways fall loading configuration. Cadaver femur specimens (age 55–100 years) were
scanned using a CT scanner and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), and the femurs were
mechanically tested for failure in a sideways fall loading configuration. CT images were used for
generating the FE model, and DXA was used as a reference method. FE analysis was done for
simulation models of the proximal femur in a sideways fall loading configuration to estimate the
experimentally measured fracture load and fracture type. Statistical analyses were computed to
compare the experimental and the FE data.
Cervical and trochanteric hip fractures displayed characteristic strain patterns when using a FE
model mainly driven by bone geometry. This relatively simple FE model estimation provided
reasonable agreement for the occurrence of experimental hip fracture type. Accurate assessment
between experimental and finite element fracture load (r2 = 0.87) was achieved using subjectspecific modeling, including individual material properties of trabecular bone for bilinear
elastoplastic FE models. Nevertheless, the study also showed that proximal femoral fracture load
can be estimated with reasonable accuracy (r2 = 0.73) by a relatively simple FE model including
only cortical bone. The cortical bone FE model was more predictive for fracture load than DXA
and slightly less accurate than the subject-specific FE model. The accuracy and short calculation
time of the model suggest promise in terms of effective clinical use.

Keywords: biomechanics, cervical fracture, computed tomography, femoral neck, finite
element, fracture load, fracture risk, hip fracture, trochanteric fracture

Koivumäki, Janne, Reisiluun biomekaaninen mallintaminen. Simulointimallien
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Tiivistelmä
Lonkkamurtuma on huomattava ongelma terveydenhuollossa aiheuttaen merkittäviä kustannuksia yhteiskunnalle. Tämän vuoksi on tärkeää tutkia ja kehittää uusia yksilöllisen murtumariskin
arviointimenetelmiä. Elementtimenetelmä on tehokas laskennallinen työkalu lonkkamurtuman
biomekaanisten ominaisuuksien tutkimisessa.
Tässä työssä tutkittiin ja kehitettiin tietokonetomografiaan perustuvia reisiluun simulaatiomalleja kokeellisten murtolujuuksien ja lonkkamurtumatyyppien arviointiin. Reisiluunäytteet
(ikä 55–100 vuotta) kuvattiin tietokonetomografialaitteella ja kaksienergisellä röntgenabsorptiometrialla, jonka jälkeen reisiluut kuormitettiin kokeellisesti murtolujuuden ja murtumatyypin
määrittämiseksi sivuttaiskaatumisasetelmassa. Tietokonetomografialeikekuvia käytettiin simulaatiomallien luomiseen, ja kaksienergistä röntgenabsorptiometriaa käytettiin vertailumenetelmänä. Reisiluun simulaatiomallit analysoitiin elementtimenetelmän avulla kokeellisten murtolujuuksien ja murtumatyyppien arvioimiseksi. Tilastoanalyysiä käytettiin verrattaessa kokeellista
aineistoa ja simulaatioaineistoa.
Reisiluun muotoon perustuva simulaatiomalli osoitti, että reisiluun kaulan ja sarvennoisen
murtumilla on tyypilliset jännitysjakaumat. Tämän suhteellisen yksinkertaisen mallin murtumatyyppi oli lähes yhdenmukainen kokeellisen murtumatyypin kanssa. Reisiluun kokeellinen murtolujuus pystyttiin arvioimaan tarkasti (r2 = 0.87) käyttäen yksityiskohtaista simulaatiomallia,
joka sisältää yksilölliset hohkaluun materiaaliominaisuudet. Toisaalta murtolujuus pystyttiin
arvioimaan kohtuullisella tarkkuudella (r2 = 0.73) melko yksinkertaisellakin mallilla, joka käsittää ainoastaan kuoriluun. Kuoriluuhun perustuva malli oli tarkempi arvioimaan reisiluun kokeellista murtolujuutta kuin kaksienerginen röntgenabsorptiometria ja lähes yhtä tarkka kuin yksityiskohtaisempi simulaatiomalli. Mallin tarkkuus ja lyhyt laskenta-aika antavat lupauksia tehokkaaseen kliiniseen käyttöön.

Asiasanat: biomekaniikka, finite element, lonkkamurtuma, murtolujuus, murtumariski,
reisiluu, reisiluun kaulan murtuma, sarvennoismurtuma, tietokonetomografia
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1

Introduction

Hip fracture is a significant problem in health care incurring major costs to
society, and at worst, causing morbidity and mortality among the elderly. In
Finland, it has been estimated that the average 1-year cost of a patient with a hip
fracture is over €14,000 (Nurmi et al. 2003), and that there are over 7,000 patients
per year suffering from hip fracture (Kannus et al. 2006). Even higher costs and
numbers of hip fractures have been reported in other countries (van Balen et al.
2001, Braithwaite et al. 2003, Zethraeus et al. 1997). To prevent increases in hip
fracture incidence and costs, fracture-preventative and fracture-predictive studies
investigating the mechanism of fractures are needed.
Falls are a major cause of hip fracture and frequently associated with
osteoporosis. An osteoporotic fracture is typically related to reduced bone
strength and falling. Among individuals aged over 65 years, falling is the primary
factor in over 90% of hip fractures, and a history of falls is involved in an
increased risk of hip fractures (Cummings & Klineberg 1994, Cummings et al.
1995).
Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the standard diagnostic tool in
the assessment of hip fracture risk. However, it has been shown that the predictive
value of DXA-based bone mineral density (BMD) to evaluate individual fracture
risk is inadequate (Kanis 2002, Stone et al. 2003), and that it is insufficient to
accurately predict who will and who will not encounter a fracture (Marshall et al.
1996, Schuit et al. 2004). Recently, FRAXTM was developed as a tool to assess
the 10-year probability of fracture (Kanis et al. 2008). It is based on a set of
clinical risk factors with or without BMD. Still, DXA-based methods do not result
in optimal estimation of individual fracture risk.
In addition to BMD, the structure and geometry of a femur are important
factors in the estimation of hip fracture risk (Bergot et al. 2002, Pulkkinen et al.
2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2008). Using appropriate method for image analysis in the
estimation of hip fracture risk, structural parameters of trabecular bone and bone
geometry have been shown to predict in vitro femoral fracture loads with similar
accuracy as DXA (Pulkkinen et al. 2008). It has also been suggested that bone
geometry influences proximal femoral stress distribution under given loading
conditions (Voo et al. 2004), and that risk factors for cervical and trochanteric hip
fractures differ (Gnudi et al. 2002, Mautalen et al. 1996, Pulkkinen et al. 2011).
In addition, femoral neck fractures seem to have lower fracture loads under
similar loading conditions compared to trochanteric ones (Pulkkinen et al. 2006).
17

The assessment of fracture type may thus improve the estimation of hip fracture
risk.
Computational finite element (FE) analysis is an effective method for
studying the biomechanical characteristics of a hip fracture. FE analysis has been
recognized as a noninvasive tool to estimate femoral fracture load and hip fracture
type (Lotz et al. 1991a, Lotz et al. 1991b, Keyak et al. 1998, Keyak et al. 2001).
However, a compromise between computational (i.e., generation and solution)
time and accuracy of a FE model typically has to be made in order to achieve
more effective solutions for clinical use. Complex FE models and their analysis
require high computational power and time. Therefore, more straightforward
models with less time-consuming generation and analysis have to be developed.
However, accurate models are required as a reference for reduced simulation
approaches.
In this study, CT-based FE models were developed to estimate experimental
femoral fracture load and hip fracture type in a sideways fall loading
configuration (Eckstein et al. 2004). A simplified simulation model was generated
to assess the impact of proximal femur geometry on the hip fracture type. A
subject-specific FE model was developed to estimate femoral fracture load. From
this model, a reduced representation was created in order to evaluate the
predictive value of a more simplified model, based solely on cortical bone, in the
estimation of experimental femoral fracture load. The predictive value was
compared with that of DXA, and with that of the subject-specific FE model.

18

2

Review of the literature

2.1

Structure and physiology of bone

The main functions of bone involve supporting the body, enabling mobility,
protecting organs, storing fat and minerals, and forming blood cells. Bone
structure is a composite of 70% mineral, 22% organic matrix, and 8% water (Reis
et al. 2011). The organic bone matrix is largely type I collagen and the substance
of inorganic bone matrix is mainly calcium phosphate in the form of
hydroxyapatite crystals. This kind of composition results in stiff but tough
material, and the skeleton’s ability to maintain the shape of the body results from
the rigidity and hardness of bone. (Jee 2001.) In general, mineral contributes to
the hardness, organic matrix to the elasticity, and water to the viscoelasticity of
bone.
Bones can be classified according to their shape into long (e.g. femur and
humerus), flat (e.g. parietal bones), short (e.g. carpal bones), and irregular (e.g.
vertebra) bones. Long bones are designed to carry compressive loads and resist
bending, short bones to resist mainly compressive loads, and flat bones to protect
organs or to provide a base for the origin of muscles. A long bone comprises a
cylindrical shaft (diaphysis) and two wider and rounded ends (epiphyses) (Fig. 1).
The metaphysis connects the diaphysis with the epiphysis. The long bones are
mostly made of cortical or compact bone and the short bones of trabecular or
cancellous bone. In adult human skeletons, approximately 80% of total skeletal
mass is cortical bone and the remaining 20% trabecular bone. Dense cortical bone
forms the outer layer of all bones and spongious trabecular bone can be found in
the inner parts of bones, but the distribution of cortical and trabecular bone varies
considerably between individual bones. The diaphysis consists mainly of cortical
bone, which surrounds the medullary cavity. (Currey 2002, Jee 2001.)
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Fig. 1. Structure of a typical long bone (proximal femur).

There are two main types of cortical or trabecular bone, woven and lamellar. In
fracture healing, new bone is formed in woven type, and it is replaced by lamellar
bone (Jee 2001). The basic structural unit of cortical bone is the osteon or
Haversian system, wherein the Haversian canal contains blood vessels and nerves,
which are surrounded by lamellae (Enoka 2002). The lamellae consist of collagen
fibers, which have different orientations in adjacent lamellae (Rho et al. 1998).
The collagen fibers are composed of many collagen fibrils, which are composed
of collagen molecules and related bone crystals (Enoka 2002). In trabecular bone
the structural unit is the hemiosteon or trabecular packet that is ideally shaped like
a shallow crescent (Jee 2001).

20

2.1.1 Bone modeling and remodeling
The osteoclasts and osteoblasts are cells that resorb and form bone, respectively.
Resting osteoblasts are called bone-lining cells. The osteoblasts can also
differentiate into osteocytes that are left behind and embedded as the bone
formation goes on. These cells are involved in bone modeling and remodeling.
(Jee 2001.) Modeling largely takes place in different bone surfaces continuously
during growth, while remodeling is a process that occurs cyclically throughout
life span. After activation, the modeling process continues with either formation
or resorption drift, whereas the remodeling cycle always progresses from
resorption to formation. (Parfitt 2009.) During modeling, bone is formed faster on
the outer surface (periosteum) than it is resorbed on the inner surface (endosteum)
of a bone. Modeling allows the modification of bone architecture and mass when
mechanical conditions change during growth. Remodeling takes care of
producing and maintaining biomechanically and metabolically competent bone.
The bone turnover or periodic replacement of bone helps to maintain load bearing
and to repair structural damage. The functional group of cells that conducts
removal and replacement of bone is called basic multicellular unit (BMU) or bone
remodeling unit (BRU). (Jee 2001.)
2.1.2 Mechanical properties of bone
At structural level, load-deformation relation (Fig. 2) can be determined from
mechanical testing of a bone. The linear part of the curve represents the elastic
deformation, and the slope of the elastic region the stiffness or rigidity of the
structure. After a yield point, bone starts to yield nonlinearly, and goes through
irreversible plastic deformation. The ultimate load (force at failure) is the load (N)
where bone breaks. The area under the load-deformation curve measures the work
needed to cause a failure. (Turner & Burr 2001.)
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Fig. 2. Characteristic load-deformation curve from mechanical testing of a bone. See
text for explanations.

Normalized load and normalized deformation are described as stress (force per
unit area) and strain (relative change in length), respectively. The measures
represent the intrinsic material properties of bone, which can be determined for
tensile, compressive, shear, and bending loads. At tissue level, bone material
properties are commonly characterized by stress-strain curve (normalized loaddeformation relation). A load is applied to a bone specimen and the resulting
deformation is measured. Normal stresses occur when tensile loads elongate the
specimen or compressive loads shorten and widen the specimen. The material
properties of bone can be characterized by measuring the slope of the elastic
region called Young’s modulus or elastic modulus, and the stress and strain values
(Table 1) in yielding and in failure. (Enoka 2002.)
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Table 1. Basic parameters of bone mechanical properties.
Parameter

Equation

Stress

Strain

Young’s modulus

Unit

Description
F is the applied force and A the

σ=

F
A

[Pa] or [N/m2]

ε=

Δl
l

% or με

σ
E=
ε

cross-sectional area
∆ l is the change in length and l the
original length
[Pa] or [N/m2]

σ is the stress and ε the strain in the
elastic region

As a composite material, bone typically has a higher fracture load in compression
than in tension. Material properties such as elastic modulus and yield stress are
commonly higher in cortical than in trabecular bone as seen in Table 2, in which
these material properties are represented measured with different techniques for a
typical long bone (femur).
Table 2. Elastic modulus and yield stress of the femur measured in different studies.
Reference

Method

Anatomic site Bone specimen E [GPa]

Bayraktar

Experimental

Neck

et al. 2004

and FEA
Mid-

σyt [MPa]

σyc [MPa]

18.0 ± 2.8

84.9 ± 11.2

135.3 ± 34.3

(N = 12)

(N =6 )

(N = 6)

Cortical

19.9 ± 1.8*

107.9 ± 12.3 N/A

(N = 74)

(N = 74)

Trabecular

22.7 ± 1.7*

83.9 ± 8.8

153.0 ± 16.5

(N = 16)

(N = 7)

(N = 7)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Trabecular

diaphysis
Kaneko

Experimental

Diaphysis

et al. 2003

23.0 ± 1.8**
(N = 16)
Turner

Nanoindentation Distal femur

Trabecular

Mid-

Cortical

Nanoindentation Neck

20.0 ± 0.3
(N = 60)

diaphysis
Zysset

18.1 ± 1.7
(N = 30)

et al. 1999

Trabecular

11.4 ± 5.6
(N = 8)

et al. 1999
Cortical

15.8 ± 5.3
(N = 8)

Middiaphysis

Cortical

19.1 ± 5.4
(N = 8)

E Young’s modulus, * in tension, ** in compression, σyt yield stress in tension, σyc yield stress in
compression, N number of samples, N/A not applicable, values given as mean ± SD.
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2.1.3 Structural properties of bone
Bone geometry largely defines its structural properties. The femur of an adult can
carry more load than the femur of a child, mainly because of the difference in
bone cross-sectional area (CSA) or size. (Enoka 2002.) In other words, if bone is
under large stresses, it must have large cross-sectional area to withstand the
stresses. Loads determine bone structure, and vice versa. Bone tends to adapt its
geometry to the surrounding mechanical conditions. (Seeman & Delmas 2006.)
For example in the proximal femur, the shape of the femoral neck is more
elliptical at the neck-shaft junction where bending stresses are greater, whereas
the shape is more circular near the femoral head where compressive stresses are
greater (Zebaze et al. 2005). In addition to bone size and shape, bone
microarchitecture, which refers to the cortical porosity and the characteristics of
trabeculae (amount, orientation, thickness, connectivity), also plays a role when
defining bone mechanical competence (Dempster 2003).
2.1.4 Bone adaptation to mechanical usage as a system
It is stated in Wolff’s law (Wolff 1892) that mechanical loadings can make bone’s
architecture change (Frost 1994). Externally applied forces largely influence the
growth and ossification of the skeleton (Jee 2001). Frost (Frost 1987) suggested
that the mechanism monitoring the fit of bone mass to mechanical usage and
controlling longitudinal growth, modeling, and BMU-based remodeling activities
could be referred to as a mechanostat. This hypothesis is based on the idea that
there is a minimum effective strain (MES) threshold, and strains above this
threshold (overload) evoke a response that leads to increase in the bone mass,
while strains below the threshold (underload) trigger a response that causes bone
loss (Jee 2001). Modeling and remodeling operate within different strain ranges,
which means that when modeling is active on a bone surface, remodeling is
inactive, and vice versa (Frost 1997). Strains above 1,500 microstrain trigger the
modeling-dependent bone gain while strains below 200 microstrain evoke the
remodeling process (Jee 2001). These explanations help us to understand how
bone response to mechanical usage works.
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2.1.5 Age-related bone loss
Human bone mass increases during growth, starts to level off in young adults, and
finally begins to decrease after about 30 years (Wasnich 1997). There are many
factors influencing age-related bone loss, tendency to fall, and fracture risk, for
example decrease in estrogen (Lindsay 1994, Schiessl et al. 1998), decrease in
calcium and vitamin D (Peacock 1998, Lau & Baylink 1999), and physical
inactivity (Marcus 1989, Coupland et al. 1993). Estrogen deficiency is a major
cause of bone loss in the first two decades after menopause (Richelson et al.
1984). Decrease in bone density with aging is also partly explained by increased
parathyroid hormone secretion resulting from vitamin D deficiency and low
calcium intake (Jee 2001). Decreased vitamin D and calcium levels have very
similar effects on the skeleton, because vitamin D (1,25(OH)2 vitamin D) is a
major regulator for calcium homeostasis and skeletal metabolism. Vitamin D and
calcium insufficiencies can be prevented with sunlight exposure and calcium-rich
foods, respectively, and with dietary supplements. Nevertheless, unnecessary
vitamin D intake should be avoided as it may also lead to osteoporosis. (Peacock
1998.) Active lifestyle and exercise maximize peak bone mass, reduce age-related
bone loss, maintain muscle power, body balance and walking ability, and prevent
falls. Therefore, it is recommended to stay active throughout life in order to
maintain bone health. (Iwamoto et al. 2008.)
Loss of bone during life is the main cause of osteoporosis, a bone disease
characterized by a decrease in bone mass and a decline in bone microarchitecture
and bone strength, which leads to increased bone fragility and eventually to an
increased risk of fracture (Jee 2001). Osteoporosis advances when bone
resorption exceeds bone formation, and therefore it is not only a disease of the
elderly as is often thought. However, osteoporosis will increase with an increase
of life expectancy (Jee 2001), so it is a governing condition of the elderly (Rizzoli
et al. 2009). Approximately three to four out of ten women over the age of 50,
and one in eight men, will suffer fracture related to osteoporosis in their lifetime
(Jee 2001).
Osteoporosis is functionally defined on the basis of bone mineral density
assessment or bone mineral content (BMC) assessment. The World Health
Organization (WHO) suggests defining osteoporosis on the BMD T-score, which
is standard deviation (SD) from the mean for young adult Caucasian women. Tscore below -2.5 indicates osteoporosis, while T-score between -1.0 and -2.5
refers to osteopenia or low bone mass, which is a preliminary stage of
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osteoporosis. If T-score is below -2.5 and fracture is present, the condition is
called severe osteoporosis. T-score over -1.0 indicates normal bone mass. (WHO
1994, Kanis & the WHO Study Group 1994, Kanis et al. 1994.) While a T-score
represents how much a patient’s bone mass deviates from the mean bone mass of
a healthy adult, a Z-score compares bone density to the mean for people of same
age and gender. The use of Z-score to imply osteoporosis is somewhat doubtful,
because it assumes that the predominance of osteoporosis does not increase with
age. (Kanis et al. 2000.) However, the use of Z-score is advisable for the
diagnosis of osteoporosis in premenopausal women and in children (Leib et al.
2004).
FRAXTM is a fracture risk assessment tool developed by WHO (Kanis et al.
2008). It is based on the use of clinical risk factors alone or with BMD. The
clinical risk factors evaluated in FRAXTM consist of body mass index (BMI),
history of fracture, a parental history of hip fracture, use of oral glucocorticoids,
rheumatoid arthritis and other secondary causes of osteoporosis, current smoking,
and alcohol intake of 3 or more units daily. As a result, the analysis gives the 10year probability of hip fracture.
2.2

Hip fracture

Fractures associated with osteoporosis or osteoporotic fractures comprise
fractures such as those of the spine, humerus, forearm, pelvis and hip (Kanis et al.
2001). These fractures are a common cause of disability and cause major medical
care costs (Cummings & Melton 2002). Proximal femoral fracture or hip fracture
is considered to be the most serious result of osteoporosis among the elderly
(Cummings & Melton 2002), yet osteoporotic fractures at other sites are much
more common in younger individuals (Johnell & Kanis 2006). Bone weakens and
neuromuscular function declines with advancing age, increasing the risk of
fractures. The clinical and public health importance of osteoporosis is due to these
fractures. (Cummings & Melton 2002.) Nevertheless, the increasing occurrence of
fractures with age is not evidence of osteoporosis, since a rising incidence of falls
could also be a cause of fracture (Kanis et al. 2001). In any case, an osteoporotic
hip fracture is usually related to both reduced bone strength and falling. Still, hip
fractures are strongly fall-related (Dargent-Molina et al. 1996, Willig et al. 2003).
Hip fractures may occur spontaneously (Parker & Twemlow 1997) or after a
sideways fall onto the greater trochanter (Hayes et al. 1996). Spontaneous hip
fractures typically occur suddenly in the proximal femur, causing severe pain, and
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eventually falling. (Parker & Twemlow 1997.) In a sideways fall, a trochanteric
fracture typically occurs with high fracture load levels, while a cervical fracture is
more common in femurs with lower bone strength (Pulkkinen et al. 2006). During
normal gait, maximum compressive stresses occur in the inferior and tensile
stresses in the superior femoral neck. The stress state is reversed in the neck
during a fall to the side, and maximum compressive stresses occur in the superior
and tensile stresses in the inferior femoral neck. (de Bakker et al. 2009, Lotz et al.
1995.) The body weight and falling height of the body affect directly the impact
force. The effects of the impact vary depending on the level of soft tissue and
clothing padding on the greater trochanter. (Majumder et al. 2008.)
2.2.1 Hip fracture types
Hip fractures can be categorized into two main groups, trochanteric and cervical
(femoral neck) fractures, according to the fracture location at the proximal femur
(Fig. 3). These trochanteric and cervical main groups are typically divided into
subgroups (Müller & Nazarian 1981), which consist of pertrochanteric and
intertrochanteric fractures, and subcapital and transcervical fractures, respectively.

Fig. 3. Typical trochanteric and cervical hip fractures. (A) Simple pertrochanteric
fracture, (B) multifragmentary pertrochanteric fracture, (C) intertrochanteric fracture,
(D) subcapital fracture, (E) transcervical fracture, and (F) displaced subcapital fracture.
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Healing and treatment of cervical and trochanteric hip fractures differ. Healing of
cervical fractures may be hindered by sensitive blood supply to the femoral head.
This is not a problem in trochanteric fracture cases, yet there may be substantial
blood loss in the area. Cervical fractures may be treated by fixing the fracture and
protecting the femoral head and trochanteric fractures by prolonged traction.
However, a hip fracture is often treated by surgery. (Parker & Johansen 2006.)
Several studies have stated that the predictive factors for the cervical and
trochanteric fracture types differ (Duboeuf et al. 1997, Partanen et al. 2001,
Schott et al. 1998). This is also observed in more recent studies, which suggest
that trochanteric fractures are mainly determined by BMD (Pulkkinen et al. 2004,
Schott et al. 2005), while cervical fractures are primarily defined by bone
geometry (Gnudi et al. 2002, Pulkkinen et al. 2010). Overall, all these
investigations support the statement that the hip fracture types should be studied
separately (Mautalen et al. 1996).
2.2.2 Imaging methods for evaluating hip fracture risk
Common methods for measuring BMD, one of many contributors to hip fracture
risk (Cefalu 2004), are DXA and quantitative computed tomography (QCT). The
DXA device uses two X-ray beams of different energy levels to determine areal
BMD. With a QCT scan, a real volumetric BMD can be measured using a
hydroxyapatite phantom, composed of two density phases representing the waterlike and bone-like parts for density calibration. BMD of cortical and trabecular
bone compartments can also be analyzed separately with QCT. (Ito 2011.) QCT
has been suggested to estimate fracture load variance for cervical fracture better
than DXA-provided BMD (Bousson et al. 2006). However, costs and X-ray
radiation exposures are higher in CT than in DXA. A CT scanner produces image
slices of the body in the axial plane, and the final image is generated from this
series of images. Peripheral QCT (pQCT), micro-CT (μCT) and synchrotron CT
(SR-CT) devices are used to scan a peripheral part of the body, bone
microstructure, and the micro- to nanostructure of bone, respectively (Ito 2011).
The Singh index is a method based on radiography and trabecular pattern of
the upper femur that can be used for the assessment of osteoporosis index (Singh
et al. 1970). For the diagnosis and grading of osteoporosis, and thus, for
somewhat rough fracture risk estimation, the structure of trabeculae was
evaluated, and six different trabecular patterns with increasing bone loss were
found (Singh et al. 1970). Later, plain radiographs have been used for the
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evaluation of bone geometry (Casper et al. 2012, Gregory et al. 2004) and
trabecular bone structure (Benhamou et al. 2001, Huber et al. 2009, Vokes et al.
2006). The combination of proximal femoral trabecular bone structure and
geometry has been suggested to improve the prediction of hip fracture (Chappard
et al. 2010, Karlsson et al. 1996, Pulkkinen et al. 2008).
An alternative for these radiative methods are ultrasound (US) based
procedures (Barkmann et al. 2010, Hans & Krieg 2008, Schott et al. 1995).
Ultrasounds are high frequency sound waves that bounce back from the internal
organs. Piezoelectric material generates and receives the sound waves, which are
then displayed as a real-time image. (Angelsen 2000.) Ultrasound has been
suggested to be better correlated to fracture type than DXA, to discriminate
subjects with hip fracture to the same degree as DXA, and to provide a signal of
fracture risk independent of BMD (Schott et al. 1995). Heel quantitative
ultrasound device has also been shown to be predictive of hip fracture risk (Krieg
et al. 2006, Stewart et al. 2006).
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a reliable method for diagnosing hip
fracture and a valuable non-ionizing radiation method to evaluate hip fracture risk
(Zuckerman 1996). Compared with traditional radiography and DXA, CT and
MRI, which are three-dimensional imaging methods, provide information on
structural properties more effectively. CT scanners are easier to operate than MRI
devices and the availability of CT equipment is better, but CT scans produce high
radiation doses. (Genant et al. 2008, Ito 2011.) Nevertheless, MRI allows threedimensional imaging of trabecular bone (Donnelly 2011) and can therefore detect
for example age-related changes in trabecular structure (Majumdar et al. 1997).
2.2.3 Experimental mechanical testing of the femur
Mechanical testing of a cadaver femur is typically performed in a vertical (axial)
loading configuration (Dalén et al. 1976) or in a side impact (lateral or sideways
fall) loading configuration (Bouxsein et al. 1995, Courtney et al. 1994) (Fig. 4).
The shaft of the proximal femur is installed in a loading device by embedding it
into plastic resin or by clamping it in place (Turner & Burr 2001). Force is
applied to the femoral head (Courtney et al. 1994) or to the greater trochanter (de
Bakker et al. 2009, Eckstein et al. 2004) until the femur fractures.
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Fig. 4. Typical experimental mechanical testing of a proximal femur in the (A) axial and
(B) sideways loading configuration.

In experimental mechanical testing fracture load is typically defined as the peak
value of the load-deformation curve. Fracture loads measured in previous studies
using a similar sideways fall configuration (i.e., the femoral shaft positioned 10
degrees from the horizontal and the femoral neck 15 degrees from the vertical in
internal rotation) are represented in Table 3. The sideways fall configuration
simulates the biomechanics of the hip fracture under realistic conditions and
patterns (Lochmüller et al. 2002, Turner & Burr 2001).
Table 3. Experimental femoral fracture loads from experimental studies simulating a
fall on the greater trochanter.
Reference

N (F/M)

Age range (mean)

Fracture load [N]

Bouxsein et al. 1995

16 (6/10)

59–96 (76)

3680 ± 1540

Courtney et al. 1995

8 (4/4)

59–83 (74)

3440 ± 1330

de Bakker et al. 2009

12 (6/6)

72–93 (84)

4032 ± 370

Eckstein et al. 2004

108 (30/24)

52–100 (79)

3900 ± 1652*
3951 ± 1659**

F female, M male, N number of samples, * for 54 left femurs, ** for 54 right femurs, fracture load given as
mean ± SD.
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2.3

Finite element method

Finite element analysis is a useful method for simulating the mechanical behavior
of a structure. With FE analysis, a complex structure can be divided into
geometrically more simple finite components or elements that are attached to
each other by connection points called nodes. The elements connected via nodes
form an element mesh. Material properties of the structure are implemented to the
element mesh. Loading and boundary conditions for the structure are applied to
complete a FE model.
Generally, mechanical FE analysis is based on the equilibrium equation

KU = F ,

(1)

where K is the global stiffness matrix, U is the global nodal displacement, and F
is the global nodal force. The global stiffness matrix depends on material and
geometrical properties of the element mesh, and it is composed of the stiffness
matrices of individual elements. The boundary conditions are applied to the U and
F. The equilibrium equation is solved to find the unknown nodal displacements.
Two main methods for determining material yielding used in biomechanical
FE modeling are the von Mises (von Mises 1913) and Drucker-Prager (Drucker &
Prager 1952) criteria. The von Mises yield theory for ductile materials in static
loading states that the material will yield when the von Mises stress exceeds the
yield strength of the material (Logan 2007). In terms of the three principal
stresses (σ1, σ2, σ3), the von Mises stress can be expressed as

σ VM =

(σ 1 − σ 2 ) 2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 ) 2 + (σ 3 − σ 1 ) 2
.
2

(2)

The Drucker-Prager yield criterion is a modification of von Mises yield criterion
and is often applied to composite materials. The Drucker-Prager yield strength
can be described in terms of mean stress (σm) and von Mises stress as

k = 3ασ m + σ VM ,

(3)

in which α is a material constant.
2.3.1 Finite element analysis
FE software tools are used to analyze complex problems. Analyzing a FE model
requires knowledge of the simulated system and pre-processing actions from the
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operator, before calculations can be executed by the FE solver. The actions
performed by the operator and the solver are described in Fig. 5.

1. Selection of
failure criteria
2. Generation of
element mesh

Operator

3. Implementation of
material properties
4. Determination of
loading and boundary
conditions
5. Definition of
analysis

6. Formulation of stiffness
matrix for each element

FE solver

7. Substitution of element
stiffness matrices to whole
model stiffness matrix
8. Solving of unknown
quantities and calculation
of stress-strain distributions

Fig. 5. Typical actions performed by the operator and the computational solver when
analyzing a simulation model in software for finite element method.
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2.3.2 Finite element modeling of hip fracture
As described above, complex mechanical systems can be solved effectively using
FE analysis. This has also been noticed in the field of biomechanics wherein FE
analysis has been recognized as a noninvasive tool to estimate hip fracture risk.
Selection of failure criteria
Strain-based criteria perform well in a sideways fall configuration when
evaluating experimental femoral fracture load using FE analysis (Keyak & Rossi
2000). In addition to strain criterion, Von Mises yield criterion and DruckerPrager yield criterion are commonly used in hip fracture FE studies. DruckerPrager criterion has been suggested to be more suitable for brittle materials such
as bone (Bessho et al. 2007), in which tensile strength is smaller than
compressive strength (Cordey & Gautier 1999). Nevertheless, the von Mises yield
criterion forms the basis of the Drucker-Prager yield criterion, wherein mean
stress is also included to represent pressure-sensitivity.
After yielding, a failure of an element is typically determined to occur when
FE stress or strain exceeds the set stress or strain limit. The stress and strain limits
can be obtained from experimental data or from a training set of FE models based
on experimental mechanical testing. The selected yield and failure criteria can
then be integrated into material properties and FE analysis.
Generation of element mesh
In order to generate a FE model of a proximal femur, the bone first has to be
segmented from radiological image and then meshed into an understandable
format for the FE software. Segmentation can be done manually or semiautomatically with segmentation software using grey scale value related to
material distribution and outer contour definition to separate bone from its
surroundings.
After segmentation, the femur is an individual object in the segmentation
software, and it can be exported to FE software as an element mesh representing
the geometry of the actual bone (Fig. 6). The three-dimensional solid element
type of the mesh can be either tetrahedral or hexahedral. In addition, the proximal
femur can be separated into cortical and trabecular bone compartments in a
segmentation software using grey-value thresholds and inner contour for the
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cortical bone. Before exporting the mesh to FE software, some material properties
(e.g. Young’s modulus) can also be implemented to the segmented femur or
separately to the different bone compartments using the grey-value information of
the bone.

Fig. 6. Segmentation of a proximal femur from CT scans.

Implementation of material properties
Bone is identified as an orthotropic material, but generating and analyzing a bone
FE model with orthotropic material properties requires more time and
computational power than a model with isotropic material properties. Moreover,
the differences between these material property assignments are small (Peng et al.
2006). Therefore, for example proximal femur is largely modeled with isotropic
material.
For a three-dimensional FE model, the material properties of a proximal
femur are derived from a volumetric CT image. Each element contains its own
grey-value information and heterogeneous material properties can thus be
implemented to the mesh. The Young’s modulus and the yield stress can be
derived from the ash density, which represents stiffness and strength of bone
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tissue and is strongly correlated to QCT density, and which can be used with
nearly equal precision (Keyak et al. 1994). This relation links the physical
measures of bone density and mechanical properties to QCT data.
Determination of boundary conditions
Boundary conditions are implemented to a FE model to simulate real-life or
experimental situations. These conditions are properties that are externally
positioned to a system. The properties can be applied to the nodes and elements of
the FE model to simulate the behavior of the system in space. For example, when
simulating a proximal femur in a sideways loading condition, a vertical load can
be distributed to the nodes on the femoral head, and the nodes on the surface of
the greater trochanter can then be fixed in the loading direction, and
displacements of the nodes at the distal end of the femoral shaft largely restricted
(Verhulp et al. 2008). The load can alternatively be applied on the greater
trochanter depending on the experimental setup.
Analysis of FE model
Based on the user-defined properties and conditions, the FE solver finds a
solution to the corresponding problem. It first formulates a stiffness matrix for
each element, and then substitutes the element stiffness matrices to the whole
model stiffness matrix. After that, it solves the unknown quantities, and finally
calculates the stress-strain distributions.
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3

Purpose of the study

This study examines hip fracture by using the finite element approach. Simulation
was done for CT-based FE models in the estimation of experimentally measured
fracture type and fracture load of the proximal femur in a sideways fall loading
configuration. The specific aims of this study were:
1.

2.
3.

To test the hypothesis that individual proximal femur geometry results in
strain distributions that coincide with the occurrence of cervical versus
trochanteric hip fracture patterns.
To assess the accuracy of a bilinear elastoplastic FE in the estimation of the
experimentally measured fracture load.
To assess the predictive value of a FE model including only cortical bone in
the estimation of the experimentally measured fracture load.
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4

Materials and Methods

4.1

Subjects

Cadaver femurs from a larger experimental study (Eckstein et al. 2004) were
obtained from the Institute of Anatomy at the Ludwig Maximilians University of
Munich (Germany) (Table 4). Based on biopsies of the femurs, individuals with
bone diseases other than osteoporosis or osteopenia were excluded.
Table 4. Summary of study samples.
Study

Samples F/M

Age (years)

I

26/0

83 ± 9

II, III

41/20

80 ± 9

F female, M male, age is given as mean ± SD.

4.2

Imaging methods

The femurs were scanned using a multi-detector CT (MD-CT) scanner and DXA.
CT images were used for generating the FE model, and DXA was used as a
reference method.
4.2.1 Computed tomography scans (I-III)
Femurs were scanned with a 16-row MD-CT scanner (Sensation 16; Siemens
Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The femurs were degassed, packed in
airproof plastic bags filled within a formalin/water solution, and placed in the
MD-CT scanner in a position that was comparable to that used in the in vivo exam
of pelvis and proximal femur. The slice thickness was 0.75 mm. The settings were
120 kVp and 100 mAs, a 512 x 512 pixels image matrix, a field of view of 100
mm, and the in-plane spatial resolution was approximately 0.25 mm x 0.25 mm
using a high spatial resolution reconstruction algorithm (kernel U70u). All
specimens were scanned on a reference phantom (Osteo Phantom, Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany), which consisted of two density phases, a 0 mg
hydroxyapatite/cm3 and a 200 mg hydroxyapatite/cm3 phase representing the
water-like and bone-like parts of the phantom, respectively.
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4.2.2 Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (I, III)
In vitro DXA scans of the femurs were obtained using a standard narrow fan
beam scanner (GE Lunar Prodigy, GE Lunar Corp., Madison, WI, USA) with the
femoral specimens submerged in a water bath. Standard positioning was used
across all specimens, and the proximal femoral BMD and BMC values were
evaluated with the software provided by the manufacturer. Femoral neck,
trochanteric and total values were assessed.
4.3

Mechanical testing (I-III)

After the CT and DXA scans, the cadaver femurs were mechanically tested for
failure, simulating a fall on the greater trochanter (Eckstein et al. 2004). The
femoral shaft was positioned at 10º from horizontal, the neck was positioned at a
15º internal rotation, and the femoral head faced downward. The length of the
femoral shaft above the fixation on the shaft was four times the head diameter.
The femoral head was fitted into a half of a tennis ball inside the other half of the
tennis ball. The loads were applied at a rate of 6.6 mm/s to the greater trochanter
through a pad, using a material testing machine (Zwick 1445, Ulm, Germany).
The fracture load (maximal load encountered during the test) was determined
from the load-deformation curve. The fracture patterns were classified from the
broken bones to cervical and trochanteric according to the standard AO
classification. Subcapital and transcervical fractures were classified to cervical
fractures and pertrochanteric, intertrochanteric, and subtrochanteric fractures to
trochanteric fractures.
4.4

Finite element models

For study I, the proximal femurs were manually segmented with MD-CT datasets
and MeVisLab (version 1.6, MeVis Research GmbH, Bremen, Germany). The
two-dimensional slices of the proximal femur were segmented to cortical and
trabecular bone and converted to three-dimensional surfaces. Femap (version
9.2.0, UGS Corp., Plano, TX, USA) with NX Nastran (version 4, UGS Corp.,
Plano, TX, USA; MSC Software Corporation, Santa Ana, CA, USA) was used for
pre-processing, analyzing, and post-processing the FE models. The minimum
cortical thickness of the proximal femur was adjusted to 1 mm using a script
made in Matlab (R2006b, MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
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For studies II and III, the proximal femurs were semi-automatically
segmented with MD-CT datasets and Mimics (v12.1, Materialise, Leuven,
Belgium). Trabecular and cortical bone was modeled individually. Femap
(Femap, version 10.1., UGS Corp., Plano, TX, USA) software was used for the
pre-processing, and MD Patran (2008 r1, MSC.Software Corporation, Santa Ana,
USA) software was used for the post-processing of the models. MD Nastran (R3,
MSC.Software Corporation, Santa Ana, USA) was used for the calculation. In
study III, elements of the trabecular bone of the full FE model were removed and
only cortical bone was simulated. Similar element size, cortical thickness, loading
configuration, material properties, yield criterion and FE analysis for cortical
bone model were used as in full FE model.
Trabecular and cortical bone were modeled with tetrahedral elements with
element size of 3 mm and a minimum cortical thickness of 1 mm. A material close
to that of a tennis ball was used in the FE simulated pad and tennis ball. A
homogenous isotropic material was used in the simulated cortical bones, and a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.33 was used in the simulated bones (Lengsfeld et al. 1998).
In study I, a homogenous Young’s modulus of 1.1 GPa for the trabecular bone
and 15 GPa for the cortical bone was used (Lengsfeld et al. 1998). In studies I and
II, the subject-specific maximum density value of the cortical bone was used to
obtain the isotropic Young’s modulus for the simulated cortical bone. For material
heterogeneity (study II), an average gray value of all of the voxels inside an
element was calculated in Mimics. The bone equivalent density (ash density, ρash)
was then defined by assuming a linear relationship in which the density is
proportional to the attenuation. Trabecular bone was considered to be a
heterogeneous isotropic material, and the subject-specific material properties
were assigned to each trabecular bone element. Applied mechanical properties of
studies II and III are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5. Summary of the applied mechanical properties for FE model estimating the
femoral fracture load.
Study

Parameter

Calculus

Reference

II, III

Young’s modulus

MPa
E = 10.095ρ
mg cm3

Duchemin et al. 2008

II, III

Yield stress

II

II, III

σ yc = 114
σ yt = 137

Post-yield modulus

1.72

ρash

MPa

3

g cm

1.88

ρ ash
3

g cm

5% of E (MPa)

MPa

Keller 1994

Keyak et al. 1994

Bayraktar et al. 2004

ρ, equivalent CT density (mg/cm3); ρash, ash density (g/cm3); σyc, yield stress for cortical bone; σyt, yield
stress for trabecular bone

To simulate the experimental setup, the shaft of the simulated femurs was
positioned 10º from the horizontal, and the femoral neck was positioned at a 15º
internal rotation. The nodes on the surface of the simulated tennis ball on the
femoral head were fixed in the loading direction. The nodes on the distal end of
the femur were completely fixed. A simulated vertical load was distributed to a
pad on the greater trochanter to mimic the experimental setup.
4.4.1 Assessment of hip fracture type (I)
To estimate the experimental fracture type, the principal strain and its distribution
at the trabecular bone area were analyzed at seven planes parallel to the femoral
neck axis with a distance of 2 mm. The strain thresholds that resulted in uniform
strain patterns over the cervical and trochanteric regions were determined. The
principal strain threshold ratios εC (cervical) and εT (trochanteric) were used to
assess the fracture type.
For each of the analyzed planes, strain distribution through the cervical and
trochanteric regions was tracked by adjusting the strain threshold until the
contiguous elements formed a uniform pattern through the neck or trochanter. The
strain thresholds that resulted in uniform strain patterns were determined at all the
planes. A cervical/trochanteric principal strain threshold ratio εC/εT > 1.0 was
designated to predict a cervical fracture and εC/εT < 1.0 to predict a trochanteric
fracture.
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4.4.2 Assessment of femoral fracture load (II, III)
Training and validation models
Twenty-one out of the 61 femurs (16 female and 5 male) were used for training,
and 40 femurs (25 female and 15 male) were used for validation purposes. The 21
training FE models were used to establish the strain threshold by simulating the
experimental loads of the corresponding femurs. The median value of the
minimum principal strain was defined as the fracture threshold in compression to
be used in the validation set. The 40 validation models were used to estimate the
experimental fracture loads.
To test the convergence, models from the training set were generated with
maximum element sizes of 2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm. The models were also used to
estimate the sensitivity of the load estimation to the loading direction. The
femoral neck was positioned at 0º, 15º and 30º internal rotation angles and the
femoral shaft at 10º from the horizontal (Wakao et al. 2009). The minimum
principal strain was computed and compared between the different loading
directions.
The same models were applied to test the influence of the minimum cortical
thickness on the minimum principal strain, with the femoral neck positioned at a
15º internal rotation and the femoral shaft positioned 10º from the horizontal. The
compared cortical thicknesses were 1 mm, 0.8 mm and 0.6 mm.
Failure criteria
To estimate the experimental fracture load (II, III), nonlinear FE analysis was
performed by using the Newton-Raphson method and the Drucker-Prager yield
criterion (Drucker & Prager 1952). The mechanical properties were assumed to be
bilinearly elastoplastic. A post-yield modulus 5% of the Young’s modulus was
used (Bayraktar et al. 2004). The yielding of an element was determined to occur
when the Drucker-Prager equivalent stress exceed the yield stress. The ultimate
tensile stress was presumed to be 0.8 times the compressive yield stress. (Bessho
et al. 2007.) The failure criterion was based on adopting strains in compression
and stresses in tension. The training FE models were used to establish the stress
and strain thresholds by simulating the experimental loads of the corresponding
femurs. In study III, stress threshold in tension was calculated using the following
equation
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 σT 
,
 εC 

σ Tm = ε Cm 

(4)

where σT is the maximum principal stress in tension, εC is the minimum principal
strain in compression and subscript m refers to median. The fracture of the
simulated femur was determined to occur when at least one cortical surface
element failed in compression or in tension, based on the corresponding threshold
values. The element failure thresholds are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Summary of the element failure thresholds.
Study

Parameter

Threshold

Description

II

Minimum principal strain

-7,300 microstrain

Using training set models, median

-13,500 microstrain

value was defined as the strain

III

threshold.
II

Maximum principal stress

0.8 times the compressive

(Bessho et al. 2007)

yield stress (MPa)
III

118.6 MPa

The stress threshold was calculated
using the training set models.

4.5

Statistical methods

The data were analyzed using SPSS software (versions SPSS 16.0 and IBM SPSS
Statistics 20, IBM Corporation, Somers, NY, USA). In all tests, a p-value <0.05
was considered to be statistically significant.
In study I, owing to the limited sample size, Mann-Whitney test was used in
group comparisons. The effect of BMD on the difference in strain ratio between
fracture types was studied by covariance analysis (ANCOVA) using femoral neck
BMD (FNBMD) and trochanteric BMD (TRBMD) as covariates. Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to assess the ability of εC/εT to
discriminate cervical and trochanteric hip fractures, and positive predictive values
were also calculated.
In studies II and III, linear regression analysis was used to evaluate the
relationship between the simulated and the experimentally measured fracture
loads, and between BMD and BMC and the fracture loads. Coefficients of
determination (r2) and their 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated.
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5

Results

5.1

Estimation of experimental fracture type (I)

The FE models resulted in characteristic principal strain distributions for cervical
and trochanteric fractures. The principal strain threshold ratio εC/εT in the FE
models of femora with experimental cervical fractures (mean ± SD 1.103 ± 0.127)
differed significantly (p = 0.001) from that in experimental trochanteric fractures
(0.925 ± 0.137). The significant difference in the strain ratio between fracture
types remained after accounting for FNBMD and TRBMD (p = 0.014), showing
that it is independent of BMD.
Using the cut-off value of εC/εT = 1.0 as criterion, FE model estimated the
experimental fracture type correctly in 85% of the cases (12/13 cervical; 10/13
trochanteric fractures). The positive predictive value was 80% (12/15) for cervical
fractures and 91% (10/11) for trochanteric fractures. The area under the ROC
curve was 0.858 for εC/εT in the discrimination of cervical and trochanteric
experimental hip fracture patterns, the sensitivity being 77% with a specificity of
92%.
5.2

Estimation of experimental fracture load (II, III)

Experimental fracture load was estimated using full FE model and cortical bone
FE model. Relation between simulated and experimentally measured fracture
loads and between BMD and BMC and the fracture loads was analyzed.
5.2.1 Full finite element model (II)
The bilinear elastoplastic FE model accurately estimated the fracture load in the
fall under the sideways loading configuration. The estimated fracture load values
were significantly correlated with the experimental ones (r2 = 0.87, standard error
of the estimate SEE = 392 N, p < 0.001) (Fig. 7). The slope was 0.929 (not
significantly different from 1, p = 0.237), with an intercept of 258 N (not
significantly different from 0, p = 0.239).
The sensitivity analysis showed that increasing the neck angle from 0º to 15º
and from 15º to 30º decreased the absolute value of the minimum principal strain
from 3% to 9% and from 6% to 15%, respectively. Decreasing the minimum
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cortical thickness from 1 mm to 0.8 mm and from 0.8 mm to 0.6 mm increased
the absolute value of the minimum principal strain from 3% to 9% and from 2%
to 6%, respectively.
5.2.2 Cortical bone finite element model (III)
The estimated fracture load values were highly correlated with the experimental
ones (r2 = 0.73, standard error of the estimate SEE = 558 N, p < 0.001) (Fig. 7).
The slope was 1.128 (not significantly different from 1, p = 0.253), with an
intercept of -360 N (not significantly different from 0, p = 0.362). The coefficient
of determination was r2 = 0.68 for females and r2 = 0.70 for males (Table 7). The
corresponding coefficients of determination between BMD and BMC, and the
experimental fracture load were r2 = 0.41 (female r2 = 0.58, male r2 = 0.05) and
r2 = 0.40 (female r2 = 0.62, male r2 = 0.04), respectively, whereas the coefficient
of determination was r2 = 0.87 (female r2 = 0.86, male r2 = 0.86), for the full FE
model including trabecular bone (Table 7).
2

Table 7. Coefficients of determination r

and their 95% confidence intervals (CI)

between DXA-based BMD and BMC, the cortical FE model and the full FE model
including trabecular bone, and the experimental fracture load.
Determinant

All (N = 40)

Female (N = 25)

Male (N = 15)

BMD

0.41 (0.17–0.63)

0.58 (0.28–0.78)

0.05 (0–0.38)

BMC

0.40 (0.13–0.68)

0.62 (0.32–0.84)

0.04 (0–0.40)

Cortical FE model

0.73 (0.57–0.86)

0.68 (0.44–0.89)

0.70 (0.34–0.88)

Full FE model

0.87 (0.79–0.93)

0.86 (0.73–0.94)

0.86 (0.59–0.98)
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Fig. 7. The relationship between the experimental and FE estimated fracture loads. The
filled symbols represent full FE model and the hollow symbols cortical FE model. The
solid line represents the linear regression, and the dotted line the function y = x. The
slope and intercept was 0.929 and 258 N for the full FE model, whereas it was 1.128
2

and -360 N for the cortical FE model. The coefficient of determination was r = 0.87 for
2

the full FE model including trabecular bone, and r = 0.73 for the cortical FE model.
Loads are given in Newtons (N).
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6

Discussion

Hip fracture is a universal health issue, leading to hospitalization and
rehabilitation, and at worst, to death. It also leads to high healthcare costs.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the methods evaluating the hip fracture risk.
The purpose of this study was to develop CT-based FE models to estimate
experimental femoral fracture load and hip fracture type in a sideways fall loading
configuration. In the estimation of hip fracture type, cervical and trochanteric hip
fractures displayed characteristic strain patterns when using a FE model that is
mainly driven by bone geometry. This relatively simple FE model estimation
provided reasonable agreement for the occurrence of experimental hip fracture
type. This study showed that proximal femoral fracture load can be estimated
with reasonable accuracy by a relatively simple FE model including only cortical
bone. Nevertheless, more accurate assessment of fracture load requires subjectspecific modeling, including individual material properties of trabecular bone.
Cortical bone FE model was more predictive for fracture load than DXA and
slightly less accurate than the subject-specific FE model.
6.1

Finite element methodology (I, II, III)

In study I, a relatively simple geometrical model of the proximal femur with
homogenous material properties was used. Hip fracture type was estimated from
the principal strain ratio between cervical and trochanteric regions of the femur,
which appears to be an effective method when discriminating the experimental
hip fracture types. There are few previous studies where hip fracture type is
estimated using the CT-based FE model (Bessho et al. 2004, Gómez-Benito et al.
2005, Keyak et al. 2001). In these studies different approaches were used to
discriminate fracture types. Gómez-Benito et al. (2005) estimated fracture type
using anisotropic fracture criterion and coefficient of risk to fracture, while
Bessho et al. (2004) predicted the fracture type from a crack in the cortical bone,
and Keyak et al. (2001) used non-surface elements with the lowest factors of
safety to predict the experimental fracture site. Heterogeneous material properties
for bone were used in these studies.
Since homogeneous material properties for cortical and trabecular bone were
used in study I, the strain distributions were mainly influenced by bone geometry.
It was shown that with a relatively simple geometry-based model it is possible to
estimate the most probable region of fracture with reasonable accuracy. Thus, the
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solution to estimate the hip fracture type appeared to be more effective than the
approaches used in the previous studies. Even if the model was somewhat
simplified compared to patient-specific FE models with individual heterogeneous
material properties, it resulted in a good agreement between estimated and
detected fracture types, indicating the importance of geometry on fracture
mechanics.
In studies II and III, the Drucker-Prager yield criterion was used, because it
has been suggested to be more suitable than the von Mises yield criterion in FE
models that simulate brittle materials such as bone (Bessho et al. 2007). Bessho et
al. (2007) compared the principal strain, displacement, yield and fracture load of
the simulation and the experiment to verify the accuracy of their FE model,
attaining realistic fracture load prediction for proximal femurs tested in the stance
configuration. It was possible to test this FE method in a different loading setup
with our experimental data, where a sideways fall configuration was used. The
load case used in studies II and III is related to fragile fractures that are calculated
by principal strain or stress. As in the previous study (Bessho et al. 2007), the
maximum principal stress criteria and the minimum principal strain criteria for
element failure in tension and in compression were used, respectively. Similarly,
the ultimate tensile stress was presumed to be 0.8 times the compressive yield
stress as in the previous study of Bessho et al. (2007).
The effect of impact direction and cortical thickness on the fracture load
estimation was calculated. The sensitivity analysis showed that the use of a
minimum cortical thickness of 1 mm reduces the absolute value of the minimum
principal strain in comparison to those for the thinner cortices. The effect of the
loading direction with the femoral neck positioned at 0º, 15º and 30º internal
rotations and the femoral shaft positioned 10º from the horizontal was tested.
Similar positions were used in a previous study of Wakao et al. (2009). The
results of this previous study were similar to those observed in study II, where
estimated load increased with increased internal rotation. Nevertheless, axial
loading was not considered, which may have some effect on the results.
For all of the models, separated cortical and trabecular bone compartments
were used as previously suggested (Chevalier et al. 2009). This enabled the
estimation of experimental fracture load of the proximal femur using only cortical
bone in the FE models in study III. Due to the somewhat high sample size, it was
possible to use a set of training models to establish the specific stress and strain
thresholds. To optimize the models, the median values of the training set were
applied for the strain thresholds in each model. The strain threshold in
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compression in study III was -13,500 microstrain for the cortical bone training
models, whereas it was -7,300 microstrain in the training models of study II
including both cortical and trabecular bone. In contrast, Bessho et al. (2007) used
a principal strain threshold value of -10,000 microstrain as the failure criterion for
element in compression. Nevertheless, the failure criteria based on training sets of
studies II and III appeared to result in a reasonable accuracy of the fracture load
in both validation sets. Based on the results of these studies, it seems that the
selected failure criterion was effective for our study sample, and the DruckerPrager method is applicable also for a sideways fall load configuration.
All studies had somewhat similar limitations. Only cadaver femurs were used
and the in vivo conditions were not modeled. A limited spatial resolution of the
CT data was used to restrict the size of the FE model. More accurate information
might be available with a FE model with more elements and material properties
covering each cortical element separately and which uses more accurate cortical
density and cortical thickness values instead of the constant density and adjusted
minimum thickness of 1 mm that were used in this study. The distal proximal
femur was free to rotate around an axis in the experimental setup, whereas it was
constrained in the FE model. This results in some inaccuracy in the stress-strain
distribution in the models. Experimentally measured strain values were not
available, and no comparison was made between experimental and FE estimated
strains. Parametric analysis was not conducted for the FE models. The effect of
formalin fixation on the measured parameters was not studied. Previously, Sedlin
and Hirsch (1966) found no significant difference in Young’s modulus in tension
between formalin-fixed and non-fixed cortical specimens. However, in the more
recent study of Öhman et al. (2008) no effect of formalin fixation on the yield
stress, the ultimate stress or the hardness of human cortical bone was found,
whereas 8-week storage decreased the Young’s modulus and increased yield and
ultimate strain. Nevertheless, the use of fresh-frozen bone specimens is
recommended in biomechanical studies because plastic mechanical properties
may alter significantly during long-term fixation (Unger et al. 2010). Either way,
caution should be exercised when interpreting the results from the FE model, as it
is calibrated against formalin-fixed specimens. In addition to these shared
limitations, trabecular bone was assumed as a continuum and no sensitivity
analysis was performed in study I, and no comparison with actual yield loads was
made due to the lack of experimentally measured yield load values in studies II
and III. Furthermore, trabecular bone was not removed from the actual femurs
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and no comparison of fracture loads between FE cortical bone and experimental
cortical bone was made in study III.
6.2

Assessment of hip fracture type (I)

Since homogeneous material properties for bone were used in study I, the strain
distributions were mainly influenced by bone geometry. This supports the
suggestions that femurs with different fracture types differ geometrically and have
different failure mechanisms, and the risk for different fracture types should be
estimated separately (Gnudi et al. 2002, Mautalen et al. 1996, Pulkkinen et al.
2006, Partanen et al. 2001).
Bone geometry that comprises e.g. femoral neck axis length (FNAL) or hip
axis length (HAL), femoral neck-shaft angle (NSA) and cortical thickness, varies
between fracture types (Gnudi et al. 2002, Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al.
2006, Bergot et al. 2002). The most important geometric parameters to assess the
risk for a specific fracture type are NSA and cortical thickness at the femoral shaft
(FSC) or calcar femoralis (CFC) when assessed from two-dimensional projection
images (Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Partanen et al. 2001). The effect of these
parameters on the femoral stress-strain distribution is suggested to be important
(Voo et al. 2004). The results of study I support the previous studies, showing that
upper femur geometry contributes to strain distribution, and consequently, to the
fracture type.
In study I, 12 out of 13 cervical fracture cases were correctly estimated. This
result is supported by the previous studies, where cervical fractures were
suggested to be mainly determined by bone geometry (Gnudi et al. 2002,
Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2006). In contrast to cervical fractures, the
model was incapable of estimating the fracture type correctly in 3 of 13
experimental trochanteric fracture cases.
Previous studies have suggested that trochanteric fractures are largely
determined by BMD (Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Schott et al. 1998, Schott et al. 2005).
Trochanteric failure occurs preferably with high fracture load levels, while
fracture of the femoral neck is more common in femora with lower bone strength
(Pulkkinen et al. 2004). The data presented in study I seem to support this finding,
BMD for the trochanteric fractures being generally higher than those for the
femoral neck fractures. Homogenous material properties were used and variations
in bone density were not included in the FE models. The study was aimed to test
the hypothesis that individual proximal femur geometry results in strain
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distribution that coincides with fracture type. With a relatively simple geometrybased model, it was possible to estimate accurately the most probable region of
fracture.
The few previous studies estimating the hip fracture type with CT-based FE
model (Bessho et al. 2004, Gómez-Benito et al. 2005, Keyak et al. 2001) used
different approaches to discriminate fracture types, and only Keyak et al. (2001)
truly compared the experimental and the FE-predicted hip fracture type. With
their FE model estimations in a fall loading configuration, 67% agreement for the
occurrence of experimental hip fracture type was achieved. The estimated and the
experimental fracture type matched in 10 out of 15 cases. In study I, the fracture
type was estimated correctly in 22 of the 26 cases, giving a prediction accuracy of
85% for the occurrence of experimental hip fracture type. The FE model used in
study I was rather simple compared with patient-specific models, and the solution
to estimate the hip fracture type appeared to be rather effective.
6.3

Assessment of femoral fracture load (II, III)

In study II, a CT-based bilinear elastoplastic FE model that estimated the fracture
load of formalin-fixed proximal femora was created. This model formed a basis
of the cortical bone model that was generated in study III. Trabecular bone was
removed from the models and only cortical bone was modeled. The cortical
model was more predictive for fracture load than DXA-based BMD or BMC. The
separate correlation analysis for male and female subjects (Table 7) shows that the
model is somewhat equally good at predicting fracture load in both genders, and
the benefits compared to BMD and BMC measures are still maintained.
Furthermore, this approach was computationally more effective and it was only
slightly less accurate than a full bone FE model which accurately estimated
experimentally measured fracture load values of the sideways loading
configuration in study II. The calculation time of the cortical bone models was
less than quarter of an hour, while it was multiple hours for a similar model with
trabecular bone. The correlation between the FE model and experimental load
obtained in study III is well compatible with that in study II, suggesting that
cortical bone can largely explain the fracture load of a proximal femur during a
fall to the side. This is supported by previous studies (Holzer et al. 2009, de
Bakker et al. 2009), where it was found that bone strength depends mostly on
cortical bone. Holzer et al. (2009) prepared eighteen paired human cadaver
femurs so that trabecular bone was completely removed from the femoral neck of
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one bone of the pair, thus providing one full bone and another without trabecular
structure. The prepared femora were mechanically tested using a model shown to
produce reproducible femoral neck fractures (Kukla et al. 2002). In addition, it
has been suggested that most of the load transfers through cortical structure and
trabecular bone mainly reinforce cortical bone (de Bakker et al. 2009). This
agrees with FE data provided in study III in a similar loading configuration,
where a good correlation was found between the estimated and experimental
fracture load.
The results of study II (slope = 0.929, intercept = 258 N, SEE = 392 N,
r = 0.931) show that the model can accurately explain the fracture load with a
slope close to 1 and a relatively small intercept. Previously, Keyak (2001)
achieved improved prediction of femoral fracture load using nonlinear FE model,
and reported that the slope and intercept of the regression line for the relationship
between the FE-computed fracture load values and the measured fracture load
values were 0.77 and 1150 N (SEE = 830 N, r = 0.962, N = 18), respectively, with
the one-leg stance loading configuration. In their study, Bessho et al. (2007)
reported values of 0.936 and 641 N (SEE = 228 N, r = 0.979, N = 11) for the
slope and intercept, respectively. However, a sideways fall configuration instead
of a stance configuration was used in studies II and III. This kind of loading setup
represents an unprotected sideways fall onto the hip (Greenspan et al. 1998)
associated with the majority of hip fractures (Parkkari et al. 1999).
There are some previous FE studies that estimate experimental fracture load
in a configuration that simulates a fall to the side (Dragomir-Daescu et al. 2011,
Keyak et al. 1998, Lotz et al. 1991a, Lotz et al. 1991b). However, the boundary
conditions and positioning of the femur were different in the studies. Lotz et al.
limited their FE study to only one femur for the sideways fall configuration (Lotz
et al. 1991a, Lotz et al. 1991b). Keyak et al. (1998) used a factor of safety for
elements to predict femoral fracture load. The factor of safety was calculated by
dividing element strength with element von Mises stress. They reported that the
measured and FE-predicted fracture loads were nonlinearly related (measured
fracture load = 1.24 FE predicted fracture load 1.22, SEE = 0.0909 log10 kN,
r = 0.949, N = 18). Dragomir-Daescu et al. (2011) determined element failure to
take place when von Mises strain exceeds the yield strain. They attained values of
1.42 and 995.87 N (r = 0.964, N = 9) for training set slope and intercept,
respectively. For their validation set, the corresponding values were 1.36 and
580.04 N (r = 0.927, N = 9). Thus, our results are in good agreement with
previous literature.
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In most of these studies using a fall configuration, bone strength was directly
estimated, without first assessing the accuracy in strain estimation. As mentioned
earlier in the text, this is also a limitation of this study. There are few studies in
which high in vitro strain prediction accuracy was found when comparing
experimental and FE-based strains in axial loading conditions (Bessho et al. 2007,
Schileo et al. 2007, Trabelsi et al. 2009) and in a sideways loading configuration
(Grassi et al. 2012). Improved strain predictions have also been reported (Schileo
et al. 2008, Trabelsi et al. 2011). This is indeed an important issue when
validating a simulation model to assess hip fracture risk. Experimental data
including strain measurements for the femur are a valuable asset, providing stateof-the-art framework for the validation of a FE model. For this study, strain
gauges were not used in the experimental setup, and strain values were not
available. However, because of the somewhat large sample size, it was possible to
use training and validation sets when estimating the femoral fracture load. The
training FE models were used to attain the strain threshold by simulating the
experimental loads of the corresponding femurs. Based on the results of study II,
it seems that the selected failure criterion was effective for our study sample, and
the femoral fracture load was estimated with good accuracy by using the CTbased bilinear elastoplastic FE model.
6.4

Comparison of the finite element models (I, II, III)

The approaches for the models that estimate hip fracture type (I) and femoral
fracture load (II, III) differ in the present study. Compared with the detailed semiautomatic segmentation (II, III), manual segmentation (I) might produce some
inaccuracies to the bone shape due to operator error. In study I, trabecular bone
was also assumed as a continuum, and bilinear elastoplastic analysis was not
considered as opposed to studies II and III. Fracture criteria also differed so that
the fracture was estimated more locally in studies II and III. The models in studies
I and III are considerably faster to compute than the model in study II, which
provided an accurate but not an effective solution.
Although the approaches differ between the models, it might be possible to
use these models as a tool to develop an integrated model, in which some
properties from all three models are merged, to find an optimal model for clinical
use. The cortical bone model (III) was more predictive for fracture load than DXA
and slightly less accurate than a full-bone FE model including trabecular bone.
Still, the accuracy leaves little to be desired. Taking all the three models into
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consideration, one approach for optimization might be for example bilinear
elastoplastic model with homogenous material properties for trabecular bone,
which might be enough for an accurate and rapid assessment of hip fracture risk.
In addition to quick analysis, generation of the model would have to be more
automated for effective clinical use.
6.5

Prospects for finite element modeling of bone

One major limitation of CT-based methods in FE modeling in vivo is the radiation
dose. Typically a compromise has to be made between accuracy and the radiation
exposure of the CT scan. Low radiation dose methods, such as volumetric dual Xray absorptiometry (VXA), and advanced algorithms for CT, are under
development. At the same time, FE modeling of bone is moving towards the
generation of three-dimensional models from two-dimensional data. It remains to
be seen which one of these contemporary trends results in a more effective tool
for evaluating fracture risk, or whether it is a combination of methods that will
govern the progress of the field. Nevertheless, the results of this study suggest
that high resolution might not even be needed to achieve good prediction
accuracy in the assessment of hip fracture risk. Computationally effective
simplified models with reduced properties estimated the femoral fracture load and
hip fracture type with reasonable accuracy in vitro. Although the adequate results
and the short calculation time are promising in view of effective use of the
models, this study was based on experimental data, and the results should be
verified in a prospective clinical study. Recently, FE analysis has been used in a
few clinical studies (Amin et al. 2011, Keaveny et al. 2010, Lewiecki et al. 2009),
which support the notion that CT-based biomechanical FE modeling is a powerful
tool to estimate whole-bone strength in vivo, and can thus be applied also in a
clinical environment.
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7

Conclusions

Hip fracture is a major problem in health care, which is why it is necessary to
study fracture mechanisms and develop improved methods estimating individual
fracture risk. In this study, computed tomography-based finite element methods
were investigated and simulation models developed to estimate experimental
femoral fracture load and hip fracture type in a sideways fall loading
configuration.
In the estimation of hip fracture type, cervical and trochanteric hip fractures
displayed characteristic strain patterns when using a FE model mainly driven by
bone geometry. This relatively simple FE model estimation provided reasonable
agreement for the occurrence of experimental hip fracture type.
This study showed that proximal femoral fracture load can be estimated with
reasonable accuracy by a relatively simple FE model including only cortical bone.
However, more accurate assessment of fracture load requires subject-specific
modeling, including individual material properties of trabecular bone for bilinear
elastoplastic FE models. Based on the aims of this study, it can be concluded that:
1.

2.
3.

Cervical and trochanteric hip fractures display characteristic strain patterns.
Cervical vs. trochanteric region principal strain ratio εC/εT differs
significantly between femora with cervical vs. trochanteric fracture.
It is possible to estimate fracture load with relatively high accuracy with
subject-specific bilinear elastoplastic FE models.
Cortical bone FE model is more predictive for fracture load than DXA and
only slightly less accurate than a full-bone FE model including trabecular
bone.
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